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SUBJECT: REACTION SAO PAULO

SUMMARY: SAO PAULO STATE DEPUTIES AND SANTOS UNION OFFICIALS ARE DISHEARTENED OVER FIFTH INSTITUTIONAL ACT. NUMBER PERSONS IN SANTOS INCLUDING BISHOP WERE ARRESTED. ALTHOUGH GOVERNOR SOLOK HAS PROMISED COLLABORATION WITH FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, SPECULATION THAT HE WILL BE REMOVED FROM OFFICE CONTINUES. GENERAL FEAR IS THAT EXTREME NATIONALISTS MILITARY ARE TAKING OVER COUNTRY AND THAT EVENTUAL BENEFICIARIES WILL BE VIOLENT LEFTIST REVOLUTIONARIES. UNIVERSITY CITY OCCUPIED BY TROOPS DURING NIGHT.

1. CONGEN LABOR OFFICER YESTERDAY CONFERRED WITH LABOR UNION LEADERS IN SANTOS WHO DISHEARTENED BUT APPARENTLY NOT SURPRISED BY INSTITUTIONAL ACT. IMPORTANT STEVEDORES UNION HAD BEEN ASSURED BY PORT CAPTAIN THAT NO ACTION CONTEMPLATED AGAINST THEM. OTHER UNION LEADERS SHRUGGED SHOULDERS STATING THEY HAD NO LEADERSHIP OR POWER ANYWAY. APPREHENSIVE.

2. FOLLOWING IS INFORMATION WE HAVE ON ARRESTS IN SANTOS: FRIDAY NIGHT AND SATURDAY A NUMBER OF PEOPLE WERE PICKED UP AND SOME LATER RELEASED. BISHOP OF SANTOS DOM PICAO WAS CALLED OUT OF BED AT 2:00 A.M. AND QUESTIONED FOR SOME TIME AT ARMY HEADQUARTERS BEFORE BEING RELEASED. EIGHT PERSONS REPORTED STILL UNDER ARREST IN SANTOS INCLUDING FRANCISCO PRADO, VICE MAYOR; OSVALDO JUSTO, VICE-MAYOR-ELECT; JOAO SAMPAIO, PRESIDENT OF MDB DIRECTORATE; AND DANTE LEONELLI, LEFTIST LABOR LAWYER. PREVAILING OPINION AMONG OPPONENTS GOB IS THAT THEY HAD BETTER KEEP QUIET. THERE IS NO THOUGHT OF STREET DEMONSTRATIONS, STRIKES OR ACTIVE OPPOSITION. NO INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE CONCERNING THE STATUS OF MAYOR-ELECT ESMERALDO TARQUINO WHO CURRENTLY TRAVELING ABROAD BUT SOME PEOPLE DOUBT HE WILL BE ALLOWED ASSUME OFFICE NEXT APRIL AND SOME BELIEVE HE WILL BE ARRESTED. IT WAS RECALLED HE HAD IN PAST MADE SPEECES SHARPLY CRITICAL OF MILITARY.
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3. ACCORDING AN AMERICAN PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY CITY OF UNIVERSITY OF SAO PAULO WAS OCCUPIED DURING NIGHT BY ARMY. STUDENTS WERE EXPULSED FROM PREMISES (STUDENTS HAD BEEN OCCUPIING DORMITORIES ILLEGALLY AND HELD RECENT UNE ELECTIONS THERE). TROOPS CURRENTLY REFUSING ENTRY TO ANYONE, INCLUDING PROFESSORS.

4. ALTHOUGH SPECIAL SESSION SAO PAULO STATE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY SCHEDULED BEGIN DECEMBER 16 WAS CANCELLED, MANY STATE DEPUTIES APPEARED AT ASSEMBLY TO DISCUSS CURRENT CRISIS. CONGEN OFFICER TALKED WITH NUMBER DEPUTIES. GENERAL BELIEF WAS THAT EXTREME NATIONALIST "NASSERIST" ELEMENTS IN MILITADY WERE TAKING OVER COUNTRY. MODERATE LEFTIST DEPUTIES WERE COMPLAINING THAT "IDIOTS" SUCH AS DAVID LERER, HELIO NAVARO AND MORICIO ALVES HAD PROVOKED THE MORE STUPID AND REFRUCTORY OF THE MILITARY BY INFLAMATORY SPEECHES INTO DRASTIC ACTION AND THAT PRINCIPAL EVENTUAL BENEFICIARIES WOULD BE CLANDESTINE OPPOSITION GROUPS.

A. MDB MINORITY LEADER CHOPIN TAVARES DE LIMA EXPRESSED FOLLOWING VIEWS: GOVERNMENT HAD ENTERED IRREVERSIBLE PROVESS OF REPRESSİON M MILITARY'S EXTREME SENSITIVITY TO CRITICISM WOULD NOT LESSEN AND EVEN IF ATTEMPT WERE MADE SEVERAL MONTHS FROM NOW TO LOOSEN CONTROLS, SURGE OF CRITICISM WOULD CAUSE REAPPLICATION CONTROLS. BRAZIL WAS FOLLOWING PATH OF PERU. UNITED STATES SHOULD NOT ASSUME NATIONALIST MILITARY REGIME WILL BE PRO-AMERICAN AS ANTI-AMERICAN CURRENT EXISTS AMONG EXTREME NATIONALISTS. HE PREDICTED INCREASE IN ANTI-AMERICANISM IN PRESS BECAUSE CENSORSHIP WOULD PERMIT CRITICISM UNITED STATES WHEREAS ALL ATTEMPTS VENT FRUSTRATION OVER LOCAL SITUATION WILL BE BLOCKED. ALSO PREDICTED BRAZIL ENTERING DECADE IN WHICH MILITARY GROUPS WILL TAKE TURNS OUSTING EACH OTHER FROM POWER AND THAT RANKS OF VIOLENT REVOLUTIONARY LEFT WILL SWELL DUE LACK OUTLET FOR PEOPLE PARTICIPATE IN LEGITIMATE POLITICS. VICTORS IN PRESENT SITUATION WERE EXTREMISTS BOTH RIGHT AND LEFT.

B. POLICE APPEARED AT ASSEMBLY DECEMBER 16 LOOKING FOR LEFTIST DEPUTIES FERNANDO PERRONE AND JOAQUIM FORMIGA. BOTH MEN REPORTEDLY IN HIDING.

5. GOVERNOR SODRE AND MAYOR FARYA LIMA BOTH WENT TO RIO YESTERDAY. GOVERNOR ISSUED STATEMENT SUPPORTING REVOLUTION AND PRESIDENT IN "THIS NEW PHASE OF NATIONA LIFE." NEVERTHELESS SPECULATIONS SAO PAULO CONTINUES ON GOVERNOR'S FUTURE WITH MANY PERSONS NOT TOO-
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CONFIDENTI HE WILL LAST LONG. JUSTICE MINISTER GAMA E SILVA REPORTEDLY WOULD LIKE THE JOB.

6. CONGEN HAS NO INFORMATION CONCERNING ARRESTS IN PARANA OR MATO GROSSO AND NO INDICATION WHAT ACTION IF ANY CONTEMPLATED AGAINST GOVERNORS THOSE STATES.
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